EPnet web-Loading
Quintus Systems have partnered with Realex Payments to provide a fully
comprehensive web‐loading package that is simple and user‐friendly, making transfers
from bank accounts and bankcards to an EPnet account easy and quick.
Any Internet‐enabled PC, anywhere in the world, public or private, can be used, with
confidence, to access the EPnet web‐Loading system to instantly add money to an
EPnet account.
This includes the added flexibility, for students and parents, to be able to transfer
money directly into an EPnet catering purse at the school/university from anywhere in
the world. Money is transferred directly with no need for cash to be picked up or
loaded locally and can is automatically transferred into the EPnet account in the
correct currency.
Realex Payments provide a widely used secure method of transfer by making use of
Public Key Infrastructure, Digital Certificates and 1024 bit and 128 bit key length for
asymmetric and symmetric encryption respectively, ensuring the strongest level of
security by any online payment collection provider.
This method of transfer is also enhanced by EPnet not holding money on the cards.
As the money is transferred to the users EPnet account and not the card, the card is
not required for the transfer. Once the transfer is made to the EPnet account the
money is available for use in any part of the EPnet system at tills and vending
machines.
For even greater ease of use and convenience the EPnet/Realex interface allows cards
to be stored securely in the Realex system allowing ‘auto top‐up’. When a user‐set
lower limit is reached the account can make a user‐set transfer automatically to top‐
up the EPnet account for continuous use without any user intervention.
EPnet web Loading requires no additional hardware as it operates from existing PCs or
from equipment at home. Hence, there is no queuing to use web‐Loading, no credit
card Loader, no need for Chip&PIN readers and cards and no hardware to be
purchased, maintained or to breakdown.
For the balance transfer to be received by EPnet an Internet connection will be
required by the EPnet system on‐site.
Realex Payments processes payments for over 12,500 online retailers, including some
of the world’s leading brands – Vodafone, Aer Lingus, Virgin Atlantic, Paddy Power,
32Red, and notonthehighstreet.com. Realex Payments employs 170 people, has
clients in 30 countries and offices in Dublin, London and Paris.

